Meerkat First light

The MeerKAT Radio Telescope
The MeerKat radio Telescope, precursor to the SKA in South Africa, has released its first
image of a small patch of sky. The MeerKAT First Light image shows more than 1300
galaxies in the distant Universe, compared to 70 known in this location prior to MeerKAT.
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Fold the square of tin foil in half
with the shiny side facing outwards.
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Mould the tin foil into a curve
around your round object.
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Stand the tin
foil up on
the paper and
shine the light
directly at it.
See where the
reflections all
converge? That
is the focal
point!

If you don’t have a
light, you can take
your tin foil outside
and use the sun as
your light source.

Shine the light from different angles
and see what happens to the focal point.

Place it down
with the curve
facing the sun
and see where
the focal
point is. Turn it
gently to see
what happens to
the focal point.

What’s Happening Here?

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.

the SKA

curriculum links

careers:
Mechanical
Engineers
design the radio
telescopes they decide
the shape and
size, and the
materials that
are used to
build it.

Electrical
Engineers
are responsible
for the technology
behind the parts of
the telescope such
as the receiver, and
how the information
it receives is
converted into an
image like the First
Light image.

What in this Act
ivity Resource
did you already
know about
from one of the
following
sections from sc
hool?

 GRADE 7: Historical

Development of
Astronomy
 GRADE 8: Beyond
the Solar
System; Looking
into Space
 GRADE 9: Birth, Li
fe and
Death of a Star
 GRADE 10: Waves;
Electro
magnetic Radiat
ion

Heather Prince from
KwaZulu-Natal is being
sponsored by the SKA
to study for her PhD in
astrophysics at Princeton
in the USA, after obtaining
her Master's degree from
the University of KwaZuluNatal. Prince's research will
be looking at radiation from
the early Universe to study
things such as dark matter.

puzzle your mind!!!
Help the engineer to
build his radio telescope
dish in a parabolic
shape around the
focus. Get a ruler and
draw a straight line
from marking a on the
vertical line to marking
a on the horizontal
line, then from marking
b on the vertical to
marking b on the
horizontal line, and so
on. We’ve done the first
line for you!
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we want YOUR FEEDBACK!
We want to hear from you! Send us a picture of you doing the
activity, or a picture of your completed puzzle, or just any
news from your science club.
You can send us your feedback in any of the following ways: Whatsapp or SMS
number
076 173 7130; email us at info@sciencespaza.org; Facebook us at
ScienceSpaza or contact us through our website www.sciencespaza.org
Remember to include your name, age and gender, as well as the name of your
school and name of your science club. Also say which Activity Resource you are
replying to.
The Department of Science
and Technology contributes
to increased well-being and
prosperity through science,
technology and innovation.
For more information visit:
www.dst.gov.za

The SKA project is an international effort to build the world’s
largest radio telescope, with a square kilometre (one million
square metres) of collecting area. The Square Kilometre Array
will be the most sensitive radio telescope, about 50 times
more sensitive, and up to 10 000 times faster (in terms of its
survey speed) than the best radio telescopes of today. For
more information visit: www.ska.ac.za

Science Spaza is managed under the auspices of the YAZI Centre for Science and Society
in Africa (NPC-K2015047709, Non-profit Organisation 151-830 NPO). www.yazi.org.za
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